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Santarcangelo Festival 2019: perdersi per ritrovarsi 
by EMANUELA ZANON • 9 LUGLIO 2019 • RECENSIONI 

È iniziata lo scorso week end la 49esima edizione di Santarcangelo Festival, rassegna di 

arti visive e performative che porta nello spazio pubblico e in luoghi insoliti del 

territorio alcune fra le proposte più innovative della scena artistica internazionale. Dal 

5 al 14 luglio il piccolo borgo romagnolo si trasforma in un'oasi cosmopolita, in uno 

spazio d'incubazione in cui artisti e pubblico condividono una riflessione sperimentale 

sulla complessità del nostro presente in un reciproco scambio di energie ed emozioni. Il 

mantra di quest'anno, individuato dalla direzione artistica di Eva Neklyaeva e Lisa 

Gilardino, è Slow & Gentle, un invito a rallentare per concedersi il "lusso" di provare 

piacere e di liberarsi dalle pressioni di una contemporaneità sempre più frenetica, di 

entrare in contatto con l'altro e con le più autentiche pulsioni del sé. Le variegate 

proposte del Festival, che spaziano tra i diversi orizzonti della performance all'insegna 

della contaminazione e dell'interdisciplinarietà, accompagnano lo spettatore in un 

percorso di liberazione e sogno, ma anche di coscienza e di presa di posizione etica. 

A queste ultime due istanze risponde senza dubbio la video-installazione LiquM 

Violence The Crime of Rescue - The luventa Case di Forensic Oceanography (Lorenzo 

Pezzani e Charles Heller), visitabile in una sala-container al centro di Piazza Ganganelli, 

il cuore logistico del Festival. Il progetto indaga il regime di militarizzazione del 

Mediterraneo dopo l'interruzione dell'operazione di soccorso Mare Nostrum, sostituita 

con una di controllo alla frontiera chiamata Triton. In assenza di programmi di 

assistenza guidati dagli Stati Uniti, attraversare il mare è diventato sempre più 

pericoloso e per questo le ONG hanno assunto un ruolo fondamentale nel salvataggio di 

migliaia di vite umane. Dalla fine del 2016 alcuni politici europei e organi di stampa 

hanno accusato le ONG di collusione con i trafficanti nel facilitare l'ingresso illegale di 

migranti in Europa. Questa campagna ha coinciso con un più ampio tentativo da parte 

dei politici italiani ed europei di impedire a tutti i costi le traversate di migranti, anche 

avviando indagini giudiziarie contro le ONG. Combinando fotografie, video, 

registrazioni di comunicazioni verbali e diari di bordo, gli artisti creano modelli 

dinamici virtuali e ricostruzioni in 3D degli episodi incriminati per far emergere una 

diversa versione dei fatti. L'asettica disamina di ogni dettaglio da parte di una pacata 

voce digitale fa riflettere su quanto la verità possa essere mercificata e manipolata 

anche nell'era dell'iper controllo tecnologico e virtuale. Il video istituisce una tacita 

analogia tra le insidie dei flussi di informazione, che rischiano di inghiottire nei loro 

ingorghi ciò che veramente conta, e le acque ostili di una fascia di mare in cui nessuna 

azione è politicamente neutra e i più elementari diritti umani sono ostaggio di astratte 

dinamiche di potere. 

Eva Neklyaeva e Lisa Gilardino, direttrici artistiche di Santarcangelo Festival 

Lo stesso approccio chirurgico basato sulla schiacciante evidenza delle prove 

documentarie è adottato dal collettivo Public Movement che nella performance 

Debriefing Session: Santarcangelo Festival, concepita come colloquio individuale e 

confidenziale tra un attore e uno spettatore, esplora la relazione tra sistema dell'arte e 

ideologia di Stato prendendo come esempio il programmatico occultamento dell'arte 

moderna palestinese da parte del governo israeliano per avvalorare la tesi faziosa che 

prima della fondazione dello Stato d'Israele non ci fossero nel territorio manifestazioni 

culturali degne di rilievo. Il racconto ricostruisce le lacune della storia ufficiale 

seguendo le tracce di alcuni dipinti di ubicazione ignota realizzati in Palestina prima 

del 1948 per riflettere sul ruolo dei musei nella produzione di identità nazionale e sul 

ruolo dell'arte come strumento di propaganda. La ricostruzione dei processi di 

cancellazione e degli sporadici affioramenti di opere che vivono nella diaspora del 

mercato nero e delle collezioni private dimostra che gli organi di governo utilizzano la 

cultura come strumento di normalizzazione delle ferite della storia, innescando una 

riflessione più ampia sui risvolti ideologici della circolazione delle informazioni nel 

mondo. 

Forensic Oceanography, Li quid Violence The Crime of Rescue - The luventa Case 

Public Movement, Debriefing Session: Santarcangelo Festival 
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La parzialità delle immagini mediatiche e il perverso rapporto che instaurano con un 

pubblico-audience tendenziosamente collocato nella posizione di spettatore del dolore 

degli altri sono al centro della performance Guilty Landscapes di Dries Verhoevn. 

Fruibile da una persona alla volta, la video-installazione interattiva ci trasporta in 

solitudine nel vivo delle situazioni più scomode della nostra contemporaneità 

globalizzata, lasciando il visitatore nudo e indifeso di fonte alla loro imprevedibile 

vicinanza e ingerenza. Per un attimo sembra ribaltarsi il rapporto tra chi guarda e chi 

viene osservato, senza che nessuna certezza oggettiva ci soccorra quando lo 

spaesamento diventa conclamato. Il fatto che le notizie, grazie agli schermi televisivi e 

oggi anche alla rete internet, siano diffuse ovunque "non significa che la capacità di 

riflettere sulle sofferenze di gente lontana sia cresciuta in modo significativo", scriveva 

Susan Sontag in Regarding the Pain of Others (2003). Guilty Landscapes prova a 

scuotere l'anestesia morale ed emotiva dello spettatore con uno scambio di ruoli 

dall'esito incerto, di fronte al quale è impossibile rimanere indifferenti. 

Assolutamente da non perdere anche Sparks di Francesca Grilli, un'azione che ribalta 

l'abituale rapporto di subordinazione tra infanzia e mondo adulto. Qui ogni spettatore 

dovrà affidarsi a un bambino che lo sceglierà prendendolo per mano e lo guiderà alla 

scoperta delle proprie ansie e del proprio futuro, ma anche delle proprie potenzialità 

(forse) ancora inespresse. La performance, a mio avviso tra le più emozionanti del 

festival per l'ossimorica mescolanza di tenerezza e potenza, riesce a stabilire una 

relazione veramente autentica con il pubblico, disarmato dalla giocosa leggerezza e 

dall'impeccabile professionalità dei piccoli attori. Si lascia la sala a malincuore, 

confortati dalla speranza che qualcosa di buono possa ancora succedere se si ha il 

coraggio di affrontare la vita con un pensiero indipendente e con l'entusiasmo di chi 

non teme l'avvenire. 

L'umorismo è una delle chiavi di penetrazione della realtà più intelligenti e Silvia 

Gribaudi ne dà l'ennesima dimostrazione. Lo spettacolo Graces, liberamente ispirato 

alla mitologia delle tre grazie Euphosyne, Aglaea e Thalia che irradiano splendore, gioia 

e prosperità, la vede protagonista sul palcoscenico assieme a tre danzatori. In un 

incalzante susseguirsi di balli, tableaux vivants e scene comiche il quartetto cerca (e 

ottiene) in ogni momento la complicità dello spettatore coinvolgendolo in un elogio 

dell'imperfezione e dell'individualità. La scenografia scarna e concettuale accompagna i 

frequenti cambiamenti di registro della performance e sottolinea l'abilità degli artisti 

nell'entrare e uscire con naturalezza dalla finzione scenica per interrogare sé stessi e il 

pubblico su questioni di genere, di omologazione e di ruolo in una continua costruzione 

e negazione di certezze. Tra ripensamenti premeditati, autoironiche celebrazioni, 

intermezzi lirici e spiazzanti sospensioni sorge la lampante consapevolezza che "bello è 

il luogo su cui si posa lo sguardo". 

Concludiamo questa parziale anteprima di Santarcangelo Festival segnalando 

l'happening Kiss di Silvia Calderoni e Ilenia Galeo in cui 23 performers si baciano 

ininterrottamente per l'intera durata della rassegna. Su di loro aleggia benevola l'aura 

di Andy Warhol che nell'omonimo film del 1963 presentava una successione di primi 

piani di amici e artisti della sua Factory impegnati in dolci effusioni amorose. Il film, 

che anticipava i grandi movimenti sociali americani come il Civil Rights Act (1964), la 

fine del divieto dei matrimoni misti (1967) e la rivolta di Stonewall (1969), sfidò i divieti 

e la morale dell'epoca mostrando anche coppie gay e una coppia formata da un nero 

afro-americano ed una donna bianca americana. Nel 2019 le due coreografe si chiedono 

se un bacio possa ancora essere un manifesto di libertà e armonia, consegnando questo 

interrogativo al pubblico e alla gioiosa e colorata impollinazione amorosa messa in atto 

dai giovani interpreti. 

Info: 

www.santarcangelofestival.com 

Dries Verhoevn, Guilty Landscapes 

Francesca Grilli, Sparks 

Silvia Gribaudi, Graces 

Silvia Calderoni e Ilenia Caleo, Kiss 
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Giovanna Manzotti: “Public Movement: Temporary Orders”, Mousse Magazine n°66, Winter 2019



148I met the artists in London to discuss their 
recent video, Something for the Boys (2018), 
commissioned by Two Queens gallery in 
Leicester, where it was shown earlier this 
year, and their recent turn toward drawing.
ROSANNA MCLAUGHLIN: Something for 
the Boys was filmed in Blackpool, a seaside 
resort on the northwest coast of England. 
You’d recorded the city’s gay venues while 
making UK Gay Bar Directory. What brought 
you back?

HANNAH QUINLAN & ROSIE HASTINGS: 
Blackpool is a complicated place. It’s a 
Victorian pleasure town in a state of decline, 
abandoned by the state, where social prob-
lems such as a homelessness and substance 
abuse flourish. A vibrant gay scene sur-
vives in these hostile conditions, as part of 
a broader tourist industry selling a nostalgic 
idea of “traditional Britishness.” We first vis-
ited in the buildup to the Brexit referendum, 
when nostalgia was gaining political curren-
cy, energizing white nationalism in the UK. 
While filming we developed relationships 
with people in the Blackpool gay scene who 
introduced us to their world. We were also 
drawn to the city’s amazing LGBTQ local his-
tory archive, formed as a community project 
in 2005, where written memories, drawings, 
and photos exist alongside more formal ar-
chival materials. The memories submitted are 
intimate and messy. They include things like, 
“I fucked this guy on the beach and it made 
me feel weird.”

RM: The two locations in the video represent 
opposite ends of the Blackpool gay scene. Ted 
Rogers, a young go-go dancer in a jockstrap, 
performs at Growlr sex club, and Betty Legs 
Diamond, an old-school drag artist, performs 
at the cabaret venue Funny Girls.

HQ & RH: Funny Girls is a fantasy of a place: a 
former art deco cinema where high-produc-
tion musical theater and cabaret drag shows 
are staged every night. There is something 
utopian about the gay scene in Blackpool, 
where a troupe of drag queens will perform a 
highly skilled, two-hour variety show to just 
a handful of regulars. These productions defy 

the logic of capitalism that dominates other 
areas of the entertainment industry, especial-
ly in the context of London. It’s a reckless pur-
suit, driven by a longing, desire, and fantasy 
that feels synonymous with queerness itself. 
Something for the Boys explores the con-
nection between musical theater and gay 
culture. In the 1940s and 1950s—musical 
theater’s golden era and a time when homo-
sexuality was criminalized in the UK—the 
industry was dominated by gay men. A cod-
ed language was used to describe gay expe-
rience, such as “the diva,” a larger-than-life 
woman who defies sexual and moral con-
ventions. Musicals from this time parody the 
era’s rigid social codes.

RM: Do you think the parodic element is still 
active,  or has it transformed into a purely 
nostalgic form of entertainment?

HQ & RH: It’s interesting to answer this in the 
context of Growlr and other sex clubs we’ve 
visited that feature military, nationalist, and 
leather aesthetics. Like musical theater, the 
gay leather scene bloomed during the post-
war period, and may once have offered a 
creative, reparative way to handle fascism 
for those who experienced it. Given that sur-
viving leather clubs cater almost exclusively 
to white men, it’s worth considering these be-
haviors on a spectrum, and questioning how 
these venues are responding to the recent 
resurgence of nationalism and the homopho-
bia that tends to follow.

RM: You filmed Ted and Betty performing 
without an audience, and replaced the music 
they were dancing to with a haunting, atmo-
spheric soundtrack, so they seem isolated 
and out of time. Was this intended as a com-
mentary on the spate of closures of LGBTQ 
nightlife venues across the UK?

HQ & RH: We were thinking about this mo-
ment in time as a moment of crisis. We were 
considering the closure of queer spaces, but 
also more broadly the loss of public space 
and the dismantling of state infrastructure, 
which are the results of more than a decade 
of austerity.

RM: In June 2019 you’ll be show-
ing Something for the Boys at 
Hayward Gallery alongside some of your 
drawings—a relatively new addition to your 
practice. What prompted the shift in medium?

HQ & RH: Making UKGBD was exhausting. 
We spent nine months traveling, inserting 
ourselves into unfamiliar and often exclu-
sively male spaces. Drawing is a private, 
intimate process, and after we finished, it 
became our salvation. Previously we hadn’t 
worked figuratively, as we were fearful 
of replicating real-world power dynamics 
that deny certain bodies agency. Drawing 
brought out a more playful and fantastical 
quality in our work, and became our bridge 
to figuration: a medium with which to probe, 
analyze, and re-present these dynamics in 
an imaginary realm. Our drawings reveal 
worlds full of dreamlike uncertainty, pop-
ulated by heroic characters on the cusp of 
love or violence. It felt like we were digging 
into the collective queer unconscious, and 
reveling in the joys and anxieties that define 
everyday queer life.

RM: Your exaggerated, muscly figures, as 
seen in The Dudes (2017), an epic drawing 
of a group of friends gathered in a bar, re-
mind me of the cult, gay, twentieth-century 
pornographic cartoons of Tom of Finland. But 
as with all of your work, the gaze is altered 
because you’re approaching gay culture from 
a lesbian perspective.

HQ & RH: We often get asked “Where are the 
lesbians?” but this is the point. People want 
our work to show something that isn’t a re-
ality: a representation of lesbians happily 
hanging out in bars. When you come out as 
a gay man you can go cruising, use Grindr, 
visit gay sex clubs and bars. Lesbians op-
erate in a more marginal, creative space, 
inventing their own structures rather than 
depending on those that already exist. The 
title of Something for the Boys is a tongue-
in-cheek reference to the prefabricated 
structures that enable the mobilization of 
gay identity, and stem from historic male 
entitlement to public space.

Public Movement: Temporary Orders
Interview by Giovanna Manzotti

Vistamare Studio
Viale Vittorio Veneto 30
Milan, Italy
vistamarestudio.com

GIOVANNA MANZOTTI: Temporary Orders is 
the first exhibition by Public Movement in 
Italy, hosted in a private space. The show 
features four new performances. Can you 
introduce our readers to the genesis and the 
research behind these pieces?

DANA YAHALOMI:  In Temporary Orders, the 
gallery is vacant and naked. Five local per-
formers activate the main choreography and 
a Public Movement agent, Hagar Ophir, per-
forms  Debriefing Session: Vistamarestudio. 
Together, they address questions about the 
role of art in narratives of cultural heritage. 
This work builds on a shift in Public Movement 
practice that began in 2012 through our con-
versations with Alhena Katsof, a curator and 
writer based in New York. Drawing on her 
interest in exhibitions and how they operate 
as a disciplinary sphere, we began a long-
term collaboration that can summarily be 
described as a meeting of the curatorial and 
the choreographic. We conducted research in 

Italy, looking specifically for modern paintings 
which haven’t been seen since World War II. 
New works in the performance cycle include, 
Choreography for a Collection includes a 
textual fragment about artworks made by 
Italian artists between 1909 and 1945 that 
were lost, looted, or destroyed during World 
War II and a choreography that embodies 
artworks we found during our search. Off the 
Horse, a slow-motion choreography based on 
sculptures and wall paintings created under 
Mussolini’s guidance, including the manly fig-
ures decorating the Foro Italico.

The exhibition connects these local events 
with broader phenomena. The Choir is a 
musical composition based on honor guard 
steps from countries including Taiwan, Turkey, 
Russia, Pakistan, Serbia, Sweden, and the 
United States. Public Movement worked with 
the musician Yoni Silver, who composed a 
score that combines the various steps into 
a rhythmical melody—it is a choir of feet. 
Finally,Falling Wall, is a moment of a syn-
chronized collapse. This action was first per-
formed in National Collection (2015) at the Tel 
Aviv Museum of Art and also in Kadist, San 
Francisco. Temporary Orders  was another 
turning point in the life of Public Movement. 
For twelve years, we placed ourselves outside 

of the art market so when Lodovica Busiri 
Vici and Benedetta Spalletti contacted us, it 
came as a surprise. Through our discussion,  
I thought about what Public Movement might 
do in a commercial setting. I was impressed 
by their vision and willingness to support a 
research-based exhibition (a long, costly en-
deavor). It was hard to resist the experiment.

GM: Six performers “tell” a story about 
Italian art made between 1909 and 1945, a 
heritage that was lost, destroyed, or dis-
appeared during World War II—Giacomo 
Balla, Giuseppe Graziosi, Giorgio Morandi, 
et cetera. To which degree—and with which 
means—do you believe that the function of 
their art has been obfuscated within a “non-
political” art history?

DY: The rationale of the exhibition is that 
there are always ties between art history 
and politics. The two are intertwined and 
affect one another. Rodolfo Siviero was an 
Italian secret Agent in Berlin, working under 
the guise of an art historian. At the end of 
the 1930s while collecting information about 
the Nazis he began to hear about paintings 
stolen from Italy. According to Siviero’s list, 
during World War II, 1,558 artworks were 
lost: destroyed in the bombing, looted by 

Opposte top - Hannah Quinlan & Rosie Hastings, The Dudes, 2017. Courtesy: the artists and Arcadia Missa, London. Photo: Tim Bowditch
Opposte bottom - Hannah Quinlan & Rosie Hastings, Get Your Self Clean #1, 2018. Courtesy: the artists and Arcadia Missa, London. 





151 German troops from private vil-
las or churches in Italy. Some 

were defined in Germany as degenerate art 
and purposely destroyed while many others 
haven’t been seen since 1945. We searched 
for artworks made between 1909, the year 
of the first Futurist Manifesto, and the end 
of World War II because they mark a time of 
ideological turn, national outburst, and war. 
We are fascinated by the way art interacts, 
portrays, serves, resists, or is consumed 
in those political moments. In the end, we 
found images of nineteen artworks from 
the period (some are on Siviero’s list), and 
they are all in Choreography for a Collection. 
These paintings represent something of a 
lost moment, and the gap constitutes past 
and present social circumstance.

GM: The gestures of the performers—and 
their voices—activate rhythmic and visual 
codes that translate the original lost works of 
art. The double absence, both of painting on 
the white cube and of the original works from 
the “canon”—because they were looted, lost, 
or destroyed—feels elevated through the 
performing bodies to a new form of materi-
ality. What is the most interesting part of this 
translation process?

DY: The absent and the void has interested 
Public Movement for several years now. 
We are interested in collections and what 
they might show us about power. What was 
destroyed or lost, and how these losses 
impact not only history but [also] our con-
temporary political condition. In Italy, fol-
lowing Siviero’s list, the presence of absent 
artworks is especially strong, having been 
incorporated into the work of the Carabinieri 
cultural and heritage department. We want-
ed to exercise the absences by translating 

the list into a choreography, into an ephem-
eral mode, that lingers in the memory of 
the public that experienced it. This ghostly 
choreography activates questions around 
the period in which the artworks initially dis-
appeared, the politics that their disappear-
ance served or hasn’t served, and the phil-
osophical meaning of the absent paintings, 
which shed light on the political trajectory of 
a nation. The choreography was inspired by 
Truffaut’s film Fahrenheit 451, in which the 
act of resistance to a repressive regime is 
one’s own memory. We created a corporeal 
presence for the paintings. Without owning 
them or claiming their return, we are acti-
vating them in the gallery through a bodily 
memory. And thus, we also regard the gal-
lery as a player in the writing of history, and 
this tends to shift public experience of the 
space, removing its supposed neutrality.

GM: How are the choreographic monuments/
movements related to the specific architec-
ture and the floor plans of the gallery?

DY: Public Movement practice is always con-
text specific. In this case, our research was 
focused on galleries and the historic role they 
played in the preservation (or unfortunate 
destruction) of artworks. Take, for example, Il 
Milione gallery, an important commercial gal-
lery that was totally destroyed in the bomb-
ing of 1943. Many artworks made between 
1909 and 1945 moved through this gallery. 
History is documented in galleries’ checklists, 
guest lists, and exhibition catalogues. They 
[galleries] are like a port for data. In our exhi-
bition, the intimate transfer of information is 
performed while moving from the basement 
into the main space in a secret, discursive ex-
change. The physical—but ephemeral—com-
position of the lost paintings is performed in 

the main space, so that the paintings “trav-
el” again through the gallery. We created a 
thirty-minute dramaturgy which completes a 
full circle: at the beginning, the performers 
are in the gallery as the public enters, and 
at the end, the performers exit the gallery, 
leaving the small audience inside and alone, 
surrounded only by its empty walls.

GM:  Public Movement’s research-based 
practices arise at the intersections between 
nation, institution, power, and aesthetic pro-
duction. Could you please expand on how 
the group started? And what are the major 
changes in focus it has had in its more than 
ten-year history?

DY: When Public Movement was founded in 
2006, we were experimenting with move-
ment in outdoor public spaces, like monu-
ments and squares. Using our bodies, we 
learned forms of protest, explored forms of 
civil pilgrimage, and reenacted choreograph-
ic analysis of police operations, et cetera.  
This became part of our movement vocab-
ulary, infrastructure, terminology, and cor-
poreal expertise. Between 2011 and 2015, 
we  developed a methodology for Public 
Movement actions within museums, regard-
ing them as an arena where national iden-
tities are constructed. It included Debriefing 
Session, a scripted one-on-one performance 
in which a member of the public meets 
a Public Movement Agent who maps out 
complex relations between cultural produc-
tion, philanthropy, archive/collections, and 
statecraft. During the debriefing, the agent 
recounts a number of live political dilem-
mas. This performance methodology has 
become an anchor whenever we enter the 
gallery space and is part of our exhibition in 
Vistamarestudio.

Darren Bader: character limit
Text by Jonathan Griffin

Blum & Poe
2727 S. La Cienega Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA
blumandpoe.com
Through January 12

How much of Darren Bader’s art do we need 
in the world? The world, after all, is already 
full of the kinds of objects that Bader brings 
into his exhibitions: art, words, images, per-
sonalities, ideas. Its very fullness is argu-
ably the condition that Bader’s work both 
critiques and thrives on. “The world is full 
of objects, more or less interesting; I do not 
wish to add any more,” Douglas Huebler 
famously wrote in 1970. The question of 
whether Bader is adding more objects to 
the world depends on whether you consider 
two existing objects placed together to con-
stitute a new object, or just a reconstitution 
of what was already there. It also depends 
on whether you consider a near facsimile of 
an existing object to be a new object. It de-
pends—crucially—on whether an object can 
consist of language alone. 

Our answers to those questions are prob-
ably less important to Bader than the fact 
that we are asking them. (For the record, 
my own answers are: yes, yes, and yes.) 
His latest exhibition, character limit at Blum 
& Poe, Los Angeles, looks much like many 
of his recent exhibitions, including more or 
less at Sadie Coles, London, and E/either e/
Either n/Neither N/neither at Andrew Kreps, 
New York, both earlier in 2018. All are some-
what overstuffed with found-object sculp-

tures, collaborations with other artists, and 
Bader’s own pastiches of other artists’ work, 
hacked to transport his own textual content.
character limit is dominated by a loose ar-
rangement of found objects in the center 
of the gallery: an oven with a wasp’s nest 
placed on it, a wedding dress, a map, small 
piles of books, ephemera. This is Bader’s 
work On (starter kit) (2018) placed next to 
(or maybe on) a second work also titled On 
(starter kit) (2018). The On series is a kind of 
game devised by Bader, in which a conjunc-
tion of objects conjures a well-known phrase 
or aphorism. The magazine Here lies on the 
magazine Out; the answer is “here on out.” 
Albert Camus’s The Stranger (1942) on the 
wedding dress is “stranger on a train.” An 
NFL football card featuring Reggie White is 
placed on another for Jerry Rice, “like white 
on rice.” You get the idea. And if certain com-
binations are inscrutable, you don’t get the 
sense that it matters much, really. The sa-
lient point is Bader’s act of combining, an 
allegorical gesture about the act of making, 
rather than the content itself. If the stakes, 
and possibilities, of On (starter kit) feel fair-
ly low, that is also probably deliberate: the 
limitation of language referenced in the 
show’s title.

Other works in the gallery can also be un-
derstood as one object (or image, or text, 
or idea) placed on top of another. At Bader’s 
invitation, Jesse Willenbring contributes the 
painting Torah and the Thermodynamics 
(2018)—apparently not a collaboration but 
just Willenbring’s work placed on Bader’s 
wall. A robotic sculpture by Antoine Catala 
features the word “(n)e(u)rotic,” also its  

title. In this case the word is Bader’s, but the 
sculpture is Catala’s. (Pity the poor editor 
tasked with captioning images for this arti-
cle.) Elsewhere, Bader appropriates anoth-
er artist’s trademark style, as with a wall of 
faux-Ed Ruscha watercolors carrying inscrip-
tions that are variously credible or incredi-
ble. “FAMOUS PEOPLE I WENT TO SCHOOL 
WITH” could almost be Ruscha; “RAISIN 
BONER” or “SWEATY BOTTLES” not so 
much). On the floor beneath these water-
colors—once again, two indivisible groups 
both titled Ruscha starter kit (2018)—is a siz-
able drift of fortune cookies. Aside from its 
situation in the middle of a wall, the piece 
is indistinguishable from Félix González-
Torres’s Fortune Cookie Corner (1990) except 
that this piece, book (fortune cookies) (2018), 
is, I was told, a book of poetry disseminated 
one line at a time. I cracked open a cookie. 
“As we are what we’re not,” it read, gno-
mically and rather unsatisfactorily. (Again, 
character limits). Another poem disguised 
as a sculpture sits nearby: a giant rubber 
stamp embossed with a long poem, titled 
Unresolved Poem (2018). After a few lines 
of deciphering the mirror script (“A room 
ruminates / Much as caution creates / With 
its gentle appeal / A comfort more real”) 
my patience expired. As with book (fortune 
cookies), it is practically unreadable.

Despite these ostensible failures, I would 
like to suggest that Bader is actually much 
easier to warm to as a poet than as an art-
ist. (Although being warmed to, I suspect, 
has never been high on this Puckish provo-
cateur’s agenda). As far as his output per-
tains to the ontological status of art—how 

Previous - Public Movement, Temporary Orders exhibition view at Vistamarestudio, Milan, 2018 
Courtesy: Public Movement and Vistamarestudio, Milan. Photo: Filippo Armellin
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MERCATO DELL’ARTE

Vistamarestudio presenta Public
Movement
–di Maria Adelaide Marchesoni | 2 dicembre 2018

Vistamarestudio è la galleria aperta a marzo a Milano di quest'anno da Benedetta Spalletti (dell'omonima

galleria di Pescara) e Lodovica Busiri Vici che si focalizza su progetti di artisti nazionali e internazionali che

coinvolgono in prima persona lo spettatore. Per rispondere a questa vocazione Vistamarestudio ha proposto

una mostra-performance, una pratica artistica che coinvolge il pubblico. «Temporary Orders» è inoltre la

prima mostra-performance di Public Movement in Italia. Gruppo di ricerca e performance che indaga il tema

della costituzione d'identità nazionali, sociali e politiche sin dalla sua nascita nel 2006. Public Movement ha

esplorato regole, forze, agenti, politiche, strutture identitarie e sistemi ritualistici che condizionano le

dinamiche della vita collettiva e degli spazi comuni. Al centro della mostra-performance «Temporary

Orders», che comprende cinque performance, c’è«Choreography for a Collection», ideata espressamente per

la galleria e basata, sulle ricerche effettuate dal gruppo, relative all'arte prodotta in Italia tra il 1909 e il 1945

andata persa, distrutta o trafugata durante la seconda guerra mondiale. Opere condannate a sparire dalla

stessa ideologia che volevano ritrarre. Lodovica Busiri Vici spiega le dinamiche. 

Come si è sviluppata l'idea di proporre una mostra-performativa? 

Lo spazio, sin dall'inizio, inteso come luogo fisico, ha avuto un ruolo fondamentale nella relazione con gli

artisti per la scelta della programmazione. Il nostro obiettivo è coinvolgere artisti italiani e internazionali,

che vogliono sfidare e contemporaneamente interrogare lo spettatore. E la performance come mezzo di

espressione è un lavoro completo come un dipinto, una scultura, una fotografia. 

Come è nata l'idea di presentare questo gruppo performativo? 

Abbiamo visto una performance di Public Movement al Museo di Tel Aviv dove abbiamo conosciuto la

fondatrice Dana Yahalomi. Ci ha colpito il loro interesse per conoscere e approfondire i contesti in cui

lavorano sia dal punto di vista sociologico, politico e storico: il loro non è un lavoro solo sul corpo e la

gestualità ma abbraccia diversi ambiti. Dal 2006 Public Movement ha presentato le performance

principalmente in spazi pubblici e i loro lavori sono stati per lo più commissionati da biennali, musei e

festival di performance, mai in uno spazio privato. Questa è la prima volta in Italia e in una galleria privata. 

Come è stata realizzata la mostra-performativa? 

Abbiamo fatto un open call sui social per ricercare ballerini. Si sono presentati 150 candidati selezionati dalla

direttrice di Public Movement, Dana Yahalomi, venuta appositamente da Tel Aviv per i casting.  



Cosa rimane in galleria dell'atto performativo? 

In questa società dove tutto è consumato velocemente, la performance diventa un'esperienza. In galleria gli

artisti non hanno voluto che rimanesse nulla, sin dall'inizio è stato un punto focale del progetto, nessun

video di documentazione o altro. La galleria rimane vuota tranne i giorni in cui la serie di performance si

riattiverà. I prossimi appuntamenti sono il 1°, 5 e 15 dicembre, è necessario prenotarsi sul sito di

Vistamarestudio.

È in vendita la performance? 

Si le performance sono in vendita in edizione da 3 o 5 ad un prezzo compreso tra 8mila e 15mila euro. Si

acquista un certificato dove sono indicate le istruzioni per riproporla.



“Estetica, politica e invisibile/ Public Movement a Milano” - Il Sole 24 ORE, 12 Novembre 2018
https://stream24.ilsole24ore.com/video/cultura/estetica-politica-e-invisibile-public-movement-mila-
no/AE6RKLfG

Milano (askanews) - La performance come immagine invisibile, eppure straordinariamente evidente, di qual-
cosa che si è perduto, ma che, in qualche modo, continua a esistere. Lasciarsi avvolgere dall’estetica forte di 
“Temporary Orders”, la prima mostra-azione di Public Movement in Italia, è un’emozione complessa, a tratti 
ambigua, sempre giocata su un filo tagliente di intensità. Con una sensazione irriducibile di invisibile realtà, 
che somiglia molto a una rappresentazione dell’arte in generale. Ne abbiamo parlato con il direttore di Public 
Movement, Dana Yahalomi.

“Per me la performatività, l’evento dal vivo - ha spiegato ad askanews - è qualcosa che non rimane qui, ma ci 
permette di dare risalto a qualcosa che non necessariamente vogliamo portarci via. E questo solleva un tema 
interessante, legato al fatto che noi da qui a un certo punto scompariamo: non siamo una sorta di esercito 
che vuole riportare in vita cose scomparse, ma stiamo effettivamente cercando un modo per ricordare queste 
cose senza più possederle”.

La perfomance va in scena nella galleria Vistamarestudio di Milano, ed è significativo che uno spazio che è 
ovviamente anche commerciale proponga una mostra nella quale non c’è nulla alle pareti, né resta una docu-
mentazione. Un ulteriore passo verso una definizione evoluta di atto artistico, a un livello più risonante, nel 
quale la ricerca dei Public Movement, che in questo caso affrontano il teme delle opere d’arte scomparse nel 
periodo tra le due guerra in Italia, unisce estetica e politica.

“L’estetica - ha aggiunto Dana Yahalomi - è una parte fondamentale dell’arte, e, sì, certo, l’estetica è politica e 
la politica è estetica, e la relazione tra le due cose va avanti da sempre. Quello che cerchiamo noi è certamente 
l’estetica, ma anche qualcosa di fisico: l’esperienza che si vive come pubblico, sul proprio corpo. 



Non si sta solo a guardare qualcosa che si offre solo alla contemplazione, ma c’è qualcosa che fisicamente si 
modifica, in base al modo in cui queste informazioni ti arrivano nella mente e anche nel corpo”.

Interessante anche l’ossimoro del titolo: Ordini (al plurale), ma temporanei.

“L’idea - ha concluso Yahalomi - è che ci sia sempre un desiderio di giungere a un ordine, a una disciplina. 
Ma questo ordine cambia continuamente e quindi il suo essere temporaneo è paradossale nei confronti del 
desiderio e ciò è stato un aspetto molto importante per me quando ho immaginato questo lavoro”.

Le performance nella galleria milanese si tengono, in piccoli gruppi di spettatori, fino al 15 dicembre.









Exibart - “Temporary Orders” di Public Movement da Vistamare Studio, Milano di Marcella Vanzo
http://www.exibart.com/notizia.asp?IDNotizia=60029&IDCategoria=215

Cosa sta succedendo? È già successo? Sta per succedere? È una gara? Una strage?  
Sono sei, sono giovani, sono vestiti di bianco, tre uomini e tre donne, di cui intravediamo spesso le mutande 
sotto le gonne. Gioventù socialista, gioventù ariana, gioventù sovietica, gioventù militarizzata. I loro passi 
scandiscono marcia, scandiscono tempo, i loro urli brevi scandiscono ordini, i loro occhi fissi evitano i nostri. 
Nitore è la parola chiave, i muri bianchi della galleria, la pelle dei ragazzi, i pantaloni, le gonne, le camicie, le 
scarpe dei ragazzi, tra loro identiche, come i movimenti.
Contro il muro aspettiamo di vedere cosa succede, aspettiamo di capire. 
E loro ci fanno segno di seguirli nel seminterrato, dove è un metronomo a scandire il tempo.
Scattano, corrono, urlano. È una coreografia precisa. È Olympia di Leni Riefenstahl, Tino Sehgal, Allora e 
Calzadilla. 
È qui, è adesso. Loro sanno qualcosa che noi non sappiamo e non sappiamo se e come ce lo mostreranno. 
Public Movement sfrutta fino in fondo le dinamiche intrinseche della performance, portando la tensione al 
punto di rottura, consapevole che chi partecipa non attende altro che essere complice, essere vittima parteci-
pe di un rito segreto – per venti persone alla volta – una vittima al sicuro, certo, ma un complice intrigato e 
infatti gli spettatori a due a due vengono abdotti, una mano sul collo che indica esattamente i movimenti da 
seguire, dentro una storia di agenti segreti, il fascismo, la seconda guerra mondiale, i lavori trafugati, arte e 
politica. L’arte è politica? Quale politica esprime l’arte? Cosa voleva Mussolini dall’arte? 



Era la sua amante ebrea, Margherita Sarfatti, a promuovere l’arte italiana nel mondo. Le opere scompaiono, le 
opere vengono bombardate, le opere vengono distrutte, le opere vengono trafugate, le opere vengono salvate.

Temporary Orders di Public Movement da Vistamare Studio, Milano

Questi sei ragazzi sono qui per mostrarci 19 opere. E trottano per parlarci di un cavallo di Sironi, l’orchestri-
na di Wildt la possiamo solo immaginare, di Rosai spunta un paesaggio, poi Balla, Boccioni, De Chirico e al-
tri, soprattutto nomi conosciuti, ma anche meno noti e il destino di ciascun’opera viene rivelato, dopo essere 
stato scoperto nell’archivio dei carabinieri, della polizia di stato.
Noi li ascoltiamo in silenzio, tentiamo di capire, l’odore dei loro corpi in moto irrompe nella sala, ci costrin-
gono a spostarci, a seguirli, siamo tutti parte dello stesso piano.
Infatti, ci dicono, artisti, curatori, direttori di musei, collezionisti, imballatori, trasportatori, tutti partecipano 
alla storia dell’arte, la scrivono, la catalogano, la conservano, la rendono pubblica, la rendono privata.
Oltre che di opere, la storia dell’arte è fatta di persone e di politica, quella che decide del destino delle opere 
d’arte. Di alcune perlomeno, quelle che Public Movement ha cercato qui a Milano, sembra proprio un lavoro 
fatto per la città. Per la storia della città, la nostra storia e la storia dell’arte, la nostra arte in questo caso.
Spostatevi di corsa, un muro crolla, crolla sopra a una ragazza. I compagni la sollevano, i compagni la tra-
sportano via. Loro escono. Noi rimaniamo qui, di fronte all’ennesimo muro – di certezze? – che è crollato.

Marcella Vanzo

Temporary Orders - prossime date
Vistamare studio
17 | 24 novembre e 1 | 5 | 15 dicembre ore 16 e 17
L’accesso alla performance è consentito a piccoli gruppi. Per partecipare alla performance è necessario preno-
tarsi sul sito vistamarestudio.com e scegliere giorno e orario.
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Public Movement, from the exhibition "National Collection" at the Tel Aviv Museum of
Art

Photo: Oz Moalem, courtesy Public Movement

The current exhibition at the Tel Aviv Museum of Art, entitled “Public

Movement: National Collection," is a durational performance carried out

by the 11-strong entity Public Movement across the different wings of the

museum.

But before discussing the show, it is important to note that the

performance cannot be fully understood without taking the following into

account: Which state was proclaimed in a room of the private house of the

first mayor of a “city without state," Tel Aviv, a room that then functioned

as an art museum and was therefore surrounded by artworks? And today,

which state sees its two current major art museums—Tel Aviv Museum of

Art and The Israel Museum—one facing the headquarters of the ministry of

defense and the other facing the parliament, respectively? Which museum

has paintings marked with different dots according to their order of

evacuation to its shelter in case of a war?
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Public Movement, from the exhibition "National Collection" at the Tel Aviv Museum of
Art

Photo: Kfir Bolotin, courtesy Public Movement

These are pivotal elements that inform the controversial project of Public

Movement. This exceptional entity appropriates the language of political

parties, propaganda, nationalism, dance, and the army among others, in

order to investigate those gray areas of reality that exist within the power

structures dominating the notion of democracy at its ultimate state.

It's a stage that sees the dawn of representation, often substituted by

either identification or appropriation, in which the tools of

democracy—such as voting, marching, protesting—seem to have become

mere folklore.

To do so, Public Movement has created two moments that take place

inside the museum: Debriefing Session (2015) is a one-on-one experience

in which an agent of the movement explains details about Palestinian art

produced before the creation of the state of Israel, in 1948; and National

Collection (2015) in which members of the movement take the audience on

a half-stroll, half-guided tour through the public and private spaces of the

museum, creating awareness for the symbolic power of artworks—their

presence, movements, and existence—within the current political reality.

Public Movement, from the exhibition "National Collection" at the Tel Aviv Museum of



Art
Photo: Kfir Bolotin, courtesy Public Movement

As local as these considerations might seem, “Public Movement: National

Collection" can be taken as a universal case study, a filter that can be

used to analyze how impossible it has become to create moments that

undermine the status quo; moments of resistance toward the system

—whether it be embodied by the government, the mainstream, the

institution, or the museum—which has turned into a liquid blob embracing

and at the same time strangling all of us.

Trying to historicize the work of Public Movement, one could argue that, if

Marcel Duchamp invented a new form of art making, Guy Debord turned

commercial material into cultural criticism, and Sherrie Levine

re-photographed photographs by male photographers, Public Movement

appropriates, incorporates and re-contextualizes choreographies, flags,

uniforms, and anthems. In other words, I would define their movements as

post-readymade, détournement-like and after-appropriative.

Public Movement, from the exhibition "National Collection" at the Tel Aviv Museum of
Art

Photo: Kfir Bolotin, courtesy Public Movement

Aware of this situation and conscious of the historical connections, Public

Movement can be seen as the initiator of a series of controversial actions

that are truly seductive—I myself thought about joining the movement.

And yet, they can be deeply repulsive, too, especially when trying to frame

delicate issues such as the Palestinian condition—where related facts,

issues, and ideas are univocally distributed (all members of the movement

are Israelis)—or the mysterious and enigmatic force behind the creation of

artworks, here often reduced to mere objects or props used to support

specific political theories.

Furthermore, Public Movement's position can sometimes lead to

reduction. For instance, the level of precision of the agent leading

a Debriefing Session is not entirely convincing, while the choreographies,

uniform, muscular bodies, and features of its performing members do not

always match the expectations of perfection and proficiency.



Public Movement, from the exhibition "National Collection" at the Tel Aviv Museum of
Art

Photo: Kfir Bolotin, courtesy Public Movement

But, speaking in favor of the healthy reduction brought by a conceptual

approach, we can mention the following example: while Joseph Kosuth's

seminal work One and Three Chairs (1965) might appear to an expert of

linguistics as the simplest application of Ferdinand de Saussure's theory

of the sign, with its signifier (form) and its signified (meaning), when

transplanted into the field of art it becomes a seminal moment in the

history of art; very similarly, in the eyes of a dancer or soldier, Public

Movement's embodiments can appear quite poor while the transportation

of these very same embodiments to the museum—regardless of their

quality—is already enough because the aim is not to bring “good dance"

or “good marches" but rather to trigger challenging the assumption of

what a museum is and how art behaves or misbehave.

Public Movement, from the exhibition "National Collection" at the Tel Aviv Museum of
Art

Photo: Oz Moalem, courtesy Public Movement

In other words, stating that Public Movement's embodiments are not

perfect is like saying Picasso's portrait of Dora Maar doesn't look like her.

Whichever way we answer these only apparently futile ruminations, the

importance and uniqueness of “National Collection" is out of question,

especially—but not only—when understood within the context of Israel, in

which contemporary visual art rarely deals with collectivity, multiplicity,

and performativity.

And even less so within the context of a rather old-fashioned institution

such as The Tel Aviv Museum of Art which, through this commitment to the

project, has shown the desire to question its very premises, to open its
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doors, basements, and crates, and to show its vulnerable side,

inaugurating an alternative way of exhibition making.

It's hard to say whether this is genuine openness or a new sophisticated

Public Relations strategy. The answer, a bittersweet one, probably lies in

the middle.

"Public Movement: National Collection" takes place at the Tel Aviv Museum

of Art from October 28 – December 10. 

Follow artnet News on Facebook.
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In the Moment
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Civil Awakening

Ariella Azoulay

…and while you are returning home,

your home,

think of others

don’t forget the people of the tents…

(Mahmoud Darwish, tr. Fayeq Oweis)

One summer day in July 2011, without any particular previous sign, masses of civilians appeared in the

streets and public squares all over the State of Israel. Nothing in their  presence, in their civil claims and

protest, was predictable. Not because they were not oppressed by the regime, or by what many now prefer

to call “the system”, they certainly were. For many years, the “state of emergency” declared by the State

and never abolished, made all those justified claims become less important than the “urgent security

needs” that devoured the public budget. In the past decade, with the implementation of neo-liberal

economy in Israel, the majority of the citizens learned that “security”—if not always, at least now—is an

alibi for privatization.

Levinski encampment (southern Tel Aviv), photographer:

Dafna Talmon

The tent, spontaneously chosen as the elementary form of this protest, quickly became part of a rich civil

language of an orchestrated claim to share the public space. As many signs and banners in various

encampments indicated overtly, the immediate reference and source of inspiration for the outburst of

multiple encampments in Israel were the Egyptian protest tent camps of last spring, with the individual

tent as an elemental and symbolic component.  Like mushrooms, the ready-to-use tents had started to

spread throughout shadowy areas in parks and boulevards, and formed condensed encampments where,

facilitated by local tent dwellers, vivid open discussions take place. From mid-July to the beginning of

September, this new use of public space became part of the Israeli landscape, surprisingly unhampered by

municipal agents and representatives of the law.



From the very beginning, rumors of possible evacuations made the rounds. Surprisingly, the days passed

and the space claimed by citizens continued to be managed with hardly any sovereign interference or

disturbance. The protesters regained their citizenship by being part of a community which they contribute

to shape and in which they can express their claims, voices, ideas, needs and creativity.

Tent city dismantled by police, Jesse Cohen Neighborhood,

Holon, photographer: activestills

Tent city dismantled by police, Jesse Cohen Neighborhood,

Holon, photographer: activestills

On 4 September, the day after the “one million protest”—attended by half a million people—and a few

days after a squatting action in several abandoned public buildings, several encampments began to be

evacuated by force, followed by arrests and several violent incidents. As protestors refuse to be evacuated

from public space, the civil awakening seems to be moving on to a new phase whose outcome is unclear as

yet. Independently of the nature and results of this second phase, the continuous presence of tens of

thousands civilians occupying public space in Israel, and the continuous absence of state agents to “protect”

them from “suspect” Palestinians, is in itself a remarkable civil performance, unprecedented in Israel’s

militarized public space. This duality made possible the relatively quick transition from a mere few tents

to an encampment, and from tents to light construction.



Light construction, Jesse Cohen encampment, Holon,

photographer: Daniela Orvin

The encampments soon hosted sofas, tables, chairs, mattresses, refrigerators, connections to electrical

power, children’s toys, and special corners were assigned for various services: legal advice, food, discussion

areas, water supply etc. This escalation is echoed in the protesters’ rhetoric: “If they sweep away tents,

they’ll get shacks, and if they clear out the shacks, they’ll get houses,” as well as the determination not to be

evacuated, as Shula Keshet, the leader of the Levinsky (southern Tel Aviv) encampment declared: “We’ll

sit inside our tents, we will not be evacuated. We do not intend to be violent, our resistance will be passive,

but we will not budge from the encampment, plain and simple.”

The presence of those private spaces—the tents—serving as nightly sleeping places at the center of public

spaces constitutes a blatant statement about the flawed nature of both private and public space in Israel.

The initial coming-out of young people on Rothschild Boulevard in Tel Aviv, demanding fairly-priced

public housing, soon turned into a rich civil discourse joined by Jews and Palestinians, men and women,

secular and religious people, workers and members of the middle classes, and every one of their specific

demands echoes an essential, general need to restore access to both private and public space.

Having “access to a home” is prerequisite to sharing public space.[1] In a civil discourse, the question of

owning private property is less at stake than the affordable access to a private place where one can feel at

home and retire there on a daily basis from commonly shared space; such access to a private space is vital

for the existence of public space as the latter can be constantly renewed by those assembling in it, shifting

and changing at random. Public space, it is often forgotten, is not only about openness of shared space and

its principle accessibility to all , but also about the random nature of encounters in it due to everyone’s

access to private spaces. What actually emerges as a civil claim from the “Israeli summer” is that the

preservation of public space as shared space depends on the fact that individuals assembling there have

access to a home of their own, and that shared space will not be occupied by tycoons, who have been

allowed by the governing power to permanently occupy more and more areas of public space with their

own private property. The Israeli summer should therefore be understood as targeting these two types of

space alike. Access to home as a pre-condition for the existence of public space, and shared access to the

public space as a pre-condition for acquiring affordable access to a private space. The access to a private

space is not a condition meant to limit the actual entry of individuals into public space or determine who is

entitled to partake in it. It is a condition that ensures that the individual would not turn shared space into

his or her own in a way that would exclude others. Both access to home, like access to shared space, then,

are not mutually exclusive but condition and enable each other. The relation between private and public

space is mandatory, and the two kinds of space—private and public—cannot exist properly unless each and

every one of the inhabitants have access to both.



Since the Israeli regime has demolished close to two hundred thousand homes since its foundation in

1948, private space in Israel cannot be considered safe shelter.[2] Massive house demolition has always

been rationalized and justified on grounds of security and targeted only Palestinians. Until this summer,

Israeli Jews were not urged to question the nature of their political regime responsible for this

devastation, nor did they bother much with public space that has become an un-shared space, where

sharing space with others  becomes possible only in the presence of soldiers, policemen and security

guards. This summer, even if the majority of protestors allude to the neo-liberal economy as the source of

their inability to secure a home for themselves, no one in the street doubts that the political regime has

shirked its responsibility to guarantee a safe home for the entire

governed population. The extent of the protest and its heterogeneity require a hermeneutic effort that goes

beyond local and specific claims and seek the general drive of this general awakening. This should no more

be reconstructed solely from Jewish encampments, for civil claims of the same kind against abuses of

private and public spaces are voiced all over, in Arab localities in Israel, in mixed cities as well as beyond

the ‘green line’. The picture to be drawn from these accumulating protests is of a comprehensive system of

abuse of private and public space. Connecting the various formations of this civil awakening and its

various geographic areas, one realizes it expresses an all-out rejection of the regime.

If the Israeli summer bears any tidings, these would be an answer to the analysis made by Michael Hardt,

who—following the World Social forum in Porto Allegro—pointed to two positions: “in response to today’s

dominant forces of globalization, either one can work to reinforce the sovereignty of nation-states as a

defensive barrier against the control of foreign and global capital; or one can strive towards a non-national

alternative to the present form of globalization that is equally global. The first poses neoliberalism as the

primary analytical category, viewing the enemy as unrestricted global capitalist activity with weak state

controls; the second is more clearly posed against capital itself, whether state-regulated or not.”[3]

A “state of all its citizens,” a model formulated in the 1990s by Azmi Bishara would neither reinforce the

nation-state (it will necessarily lead to its abolition), nor support one global democracy. The source of

sovereignty of a welfare state of all its citizens will not be the nation, and its membership in international

organizations will not be based upon mutual agreements and treaties that guarantee military and free

market idols. Its source of sovereignty will be located in the entire governed population, continuously re-

naturalized in order to guarantee and renew universal conditions for sharing the common world. This

could not be achieved without addressing the crimes of the past perpetrated by the former nation-state

and inventing new ways to welcome back as full citizens all the dispossessed and uprooted populations the

nation-state produced. If the Israeli summer bears any tidings it will be in this perspective.

Astonishingly, the tent, the most fragile of dwellings, has become a symbol of civil power and even more—a

tool for civil empowerment. The tents, the signs and the banners used by the protesters are part of a civil

language that differs from the sovereign power gestures in public space symbolized by demarcation strips,

security guards, and checking points. Israeli Jews, who for decades have collaborated with the need to

contract universal citizenship into a Jewish one, and in turning open public spaces into private spaces

secured by force of arms and dependent upon market favors—perform outright, in the open street, the

possibility of life liberated from the chains of the security idol.

A home, private as it might be, often maintains a form of partnership.[4] This type of partnership needs

privacy and the means to protect itself from the outside, but being a form of partnership, hermetic sealing

can be achieved only through oppression. This civil awakening, I would claim, reveal the sedimentation of

oppression in one type of passage that link private and public spaces in Israel. Based on my own

biography, I shall present four general conditions under which a Jewish citizen in the State of Israel

shapes her home.



 

1. Access to the past

The past is the home’s foundations. Unlike internal partitions, foundations must serve all the dwellers of

the house and cannot become the private property of some of them. They cannot support only the northern

room and let the southern room collapse. Erasing the past is a violent act that threatens the common

foundations of the house and harms the dwellers upon whom such erasure has been imposed. The way the

past is present and articulated depends on the dwellers. There is no standard tested formula for the ways

and power of its presencing. Some prefer to store the past in cardboard crates in the attic and forget about

them. Some profit by forgetting while others experience special pleasure in constant recall. Home is

private space but, as said before, no less a certain type of shared space. Therefore none of its inhabitants

can appropriate for themselves the past that should in principle be made accessible to others whom it

concerns as well. Erasing, removing, lying or silencing—even when presented as protective measures—

eventually prove to be damaging acts that injure others and do not enable those for whom this past is

relevant to place themselves in relation to it and reshape themselves accordingly. This principle should be

preserved even though equality—needed to maintain public space—cannot fully exist in the home, typically

characterized by asymmetrical relations such as exist between parents and children, for example, or

various restrictions on using different areas of such a space like “a room of your own” or shared areas the

use of which should be arranged in consideration and responsibility. Of all the things that the dwellers

share, the past in particular cannot possibly be privately owned of some of them. Growing up in a Jewish

home in Israel—where the expulsion of 750,000 Palestinians and the devastation and dispossession of

their homes were not discussed—like my entire generation I was destined to become an unknowing

accomplice to the crime of erasing the Nakba. In practical terms, ownership of the past—which the

generation of the State’s founders claimed for itself—means depriving us, their descendants, of the right to

access it, to interpret it differently and claim to recognize their deeds as crimes and injustices that need to

be undone  and rectified. Building a house upon shared foundations helps to prevent forms of asymmetry

or inequality inside it from being perpetuated as the exclusive form of relations. A home that does not

maintain some kind of metabolism with the past, that does not enable one to open towards the past

through the mediation of others and following their awakening to it, dooms the unequal relations that

might exist within the home for limited periods of time to a fixed pattern of unspoken, denied and

silenced oppression.

Dor Guez, video still from "Watermelons Under the



Bed," 8':13''

However, not only the erasing of the Nakba lies at the heart of the Israeli Jewish home. Much has been

said about erasure of the past that was required of the Mizrahi Jews when they came to Israel as

immigrants and about the various dimensions of such erasure—of language, tastes, fragrances, music, art,

poetry, climate, landscape etc. However, nothing has been said to date about the erasure of the past

required of all Jewish citizens of the State. Only in recent years have we, descendants of this violent

erasure, discovered that which was erased, and fragments of memory began to rise to the surface and, like

holes in a net, mark the contradictions that erasing had left, designating the areas in which one might

begin to complete the missing parts. I shall briefly present one such memory. About a year ago, artist Dor

Guez told me he was directing a film about watermelons that his grandfather used to keep under his bed.

Guez’s grandfather is a Christian Palestinian from Lydd.  My own grandfather, too, a Jew born in Rishon

Lezion, is etched in my memory as the master of watermelons. Every year our table was replete with

watermelons long after summer’s end and watermelon was not served anymore at my friends’ houses, all

Jews. We had them only because my grandfather used to grow them under his and my grandmother’s

bed.  Eventually I grew up and shed the illusion that watermelons grew under beds. But storing them

there was a local custom that my grandfather acquired from his Palestinian neighbors and not from his

own Bulgarian family roots, and it remained out of my own sight along with various other colorful ways of

existence-together with neighbors of my family before 1948. Until the last decade, the management and

control of history at home and outside prevented the appearance of questions regarding this past. Once the

dams broke, questions proliferated and along with them, stuttering and silences. A year ago my mother

passed away and it then became clear that I would never have an answer for the question I had asked her

again and again in the past decade—how could she, and my grandparents have never inquired about the

disappearance of the Palestinian washerwoman and the orange grove workers who’d worked for them. And

if they asked, how could the answer they had received possibly satisfy them, and why, at least in their own

home, did they not wish to preserve the memory of the friendly and neighborly relations they had had

with their Palestinian neighbors. At any rate, had she been able to connect to the pain which I wish to

believe that such massive displacement wreaks upon the remaining Jewish population, her answer to this

question would remain only partial. One would still need to discover how the State managed to engineer

the hundreds of thousands of Jews living here not to sense that the uprooting of hundreds of thousands of

their Palestinian neighbors is a destructive, devastating event for the uprooters themselves.[5] Instead, the

state organs provided grounds and justifications, for several decades sealing a discussion that never took

place. Thus Jewish citizens grew up in homes where a secret had been buried, homes in which they were

taught to say there was no secret, no expulsion, no disaster, and their world was shaped upon these

foundations. Some of them grew up to be moral people who judge right and wrong in every aspect of life

except for this chapter in history that they never got to know.

Under the regime which, since its onset in 1948, has imposed a tent-dwelling existence upon hundreds of

thousands of Palestinians—first as part of the state-founding project, and later as a part of what became the

ongoing project of demolishing Palestinian homes—the choice of the tent as a means and as a symbol of

civil awakening in Israel cannot be interpreted merely in keeping with the intentions of those who chose to

dwell in it. The tent has a history in the relations of the Israeli regime with a part of this country’s

inhabitants, whether it recognized them as its governed (even if as non-citizens) or expelled them from

their land and turned them into non-governed. Choosing the tent, even prior to determining the contents

it expresses, is a performative act by which the citizens appear to the regime from an unexpected place.

This is a place that contests one of the separation lines essential to the existence of the regime in Israel –

between the Jewish Israeli as a protected homeowner whom the ruling power, through its citizens, does

everything to protect, and the Palestinian fated to live as a temporary tenant in his/her own home,

constantly threatened by destruction. The tents that have covered the land were the place from which, for



the very first time since 1948, civil discourse has burst forth that does not heed the lines of separation

between Jews and Palestinians.

A framework is still missing to conceptualize the continuity between the civil struggle waged by

Palestinians beyond the ‘green line’ and the civil struggle begun in July 2011 within it. However, when one

listens to the civil language spoken in both, it is difficult not to realize that it is one and the same language,

and that it is beginning to produce the conditions needed for its further development. These conditions

cannot tolerate the violent administration of borders and demarcation lines for which a differential

sovereign rule is responsible. One hopes that “Tent 48,” erected in the heart of Rothschild Boulevard, will

develop to provide such a framework.

Tent 48, photographer: activestills

2. The way in which home is tangential to the space outside.

Space outside the home is not only public. It also consists of the private space of others, the ways in which

the private home relates to other private homes, to others who also have a home, to neighbors. In this

context one should speak not only of neighborly relations but of the actual access to a home of those with

whom the space is shared. The demand for obtainable housing heard in the streets through the two words

“social justice” is not—and cannot be—a demand by individuals for a home while tolerating its denial for

others. It is a universal demand by individuals who realize that the struggle for a home, although it is a

struggle over private space, is a shared, public struggle. It expresses the understanding which the present

regime has lacked since the day it was founded—that a home cannot properly exist if its foundations

contain its denial for others. Beyond the walls and locks that designate the private domain, homes erected

since 1948 have necessitated fortifications such as fences, walls, alarm systems, flags and security guards

until the State has practically taken on the shape of a lordly fortress rather than that of shared space that

preserves the right of citizens to access a home of their own.

Since the founding of the State, its blue and white flag has become the marker of a barrier between the

private and public domains. The size of the Israeli flag that my mother used to hang on our balcony made

me increasingly uneasy, as a child. Without understanding why, I regarded it as an act of provocation. The

past which many took the trouble to silence was not entirely erased, and the signs that it left, which no one

bothered to remove altogether, were registered quite as they were, unspoken and unexplained, but still

called by names whose dissonance was not supposed to grate the ear. Thus, for example, as a child I

accompanied my mother to the “Oumchaled” (correctly Umm Khaled) health clinic without sensing that

the name I repeated was an Arabic one, without knowing that the building had been the former home of

the local sheikh. The flag I recall as a place of unexplained unease, stemming perhaps from the fact that it

did not make me feel what I was taught to feel—partnership. By the time I made a home of my own I

already had the words to say why I refuse to hang the Israeli flag on its front.



One flag missing, private photographer

The flag, I believe, was the first object through which my children experienced the particular exile that our

home demanded of all its dwellers through the actual refusal to present at its front that which had become

a fact—“we” deserve a home and others do not. For me, the refusal to fly the flag was my own retreat from

the display of Jewish sovereignty in a mixed land where Arabs and Jews had previously lived under

different formations. The refusal to display on our house front a flag in the name of which hundreds of

thousands of homes had been demolished and their dwellers denied the right to come back and rebuild

them, was a refusal to have our relations with the space outside become such that perpetuate the

domination violently acquired in 1948, turning any home owner in Israel into the owner of public space.

Now there are people in the boulevard who do hoist a flag, but it is concealed amidst proliferating signs

that deny its status as a symbol of national sovereignty. The civil awakening of summer 2011 has created a

type of point-zero where citizens speak to each other, suspending the point of view of the ruling power and

its symbols and reshaping the nature of their partnership. It is a dramatic moment because for the very

first time since 1948, it reopens the possibilities facing the governed to shape their partnership without

letting the ruling power deprive them of the most fundamental of their rights—not to be

perpetrators, not to become those who harm others governed alongside them. Even if not all those seen on

the streets now raise the banner of reshaping Jewish-Palestinian partnership, they all refuse to hail the

need to remove Palestinians and harm others in order to preserve their own life. This is so eloquently

expressed in the slogan heard time and again during these weeks—“Jews and Arabs refuse to be enemies.”

Demonstration, Aug. 2011, photographer: activestills



"One million demonstration," 3 Sept. 2011, photographer:

Yochai Avrahami

Every tent resounds with the understanding that there is no public space without regulating relations,

mutual agreement and partnership. The greatest threat that now hovers over the shared space that citizens

have created for themselves is the sovereign one made by the government, as it intends to remove the tent

encampments in order to prepare for the Palestinian declaration of sovereignty, to be made in September.

3. Access to outer voices.

Home, being a closed space where for certain periods of time relations of dominance are maintained, can

potentially create a homogenous narrative while silencing other voices. In the State of Israel, due to the

flaws I have described in the way that home relates to public space and the private space of others, public

space has become accessible especially to those who have accepted the demand to publicly presence “our”

exclusive “entitlement” to a home in the shared space.

The expulsion of Palestinians from their homes involved treachery and deceit, rejecting that which was

shared, expropriation of common space from those who had moved through it freely before. Thus, in fact,

it was turned into private space the access to which became administered and limited. The lie about the

expulsion of Palestinians by the hundreds of thousands from their homes, the takeover of their property,

and the refusal to accept their demand to return here, have turned public space into a certain type of

private space from which voices must be removed that threaten this takeover. The voices that now resound

in the streets—all the voices—are such that signify to the present regime that we do not want to be its

soldiers. If one day an enemy appears, perhaps some will mobilize to remove him. In the meantime, the

crowds assembling in the streets, sleeping in vulnerable structures in public squares and boulevards,

publicly expose this regime’s great secret and declare—we have no enemy.

Rotschild Boulevard, Aug. 2011, photographer: Eldad Rafaelie



And if we do, it is present only in the form of this regime that has robbed us of public space, placed

security guards everywhere and made obvious the fact that public space is and must be governed and

administered by the ruling power for the maintenance of its own agenda. The rulers’ agenda is not our

own, we— the inhabitants of this place. The ruling agenda is meant to preserve the rule and power

relations between the governing classes and the governed. These are demarcated along divisions of class

and capital as well as ethnicity. In both arenas, citizens have been defeated by the ruling power and

recruited to preserve it. Citizens have not done this without the assistance of security guards who have

been placed over them to “protect” them, lest we expose the fact that the rule that robbed the Palestinians

actually robbed Israeli Jews, too, of their most cherished asset—universal citizenship.

Levinski encampment, Sept., photographer: Liat Halwani

In the name of universal citizenship, civil awakening has been generated in the streets, and refuses to

continue carrying out the ruling agenda. In the name of universal citizenship, civil awakening has been

inviting more and more voices, mixed and heterogeneous as they might be, they express the dual

understanding that the only rule they will accept is:

1. rule under which all governed will participate in its ongoing shaping;

2. rule that does not destroy the public space in which the governed—all becoming citizens—will

continue to shape for themselves frameworks whereby they say to the ruling power—“this here is out

of your rule.”

The regime created in Israel has necessitated the exile of other voices from public space, and their blurring

into private spaces that cannot demand neighborly relations with the other governed. The regime

constituted in 1948 did not act for the good of the entire citizenry but rather sought to impose and

preserve itself and the lies that were involved in creating the model of its basic power relations—survival of

the strongest. Thus, the Palestinian military defeat in 1948 was used to justify the refusal to enable their

return—after all, they were the ones to “run away” so they should pay.

This is a double lie and thanks to its preservation, civil awakening such as was just now seen in the streets

has waited silently for decades until it burst forth. The better-known part of the lie concerns that which was

done to Palestinians—exiled, displaced, dispossessed, denied return. The less widely known part of this lie,

however, was and still is that which was done to Jewish Israelis—made compliant keepers of the lie,

without any access to the most elementary information about it. The fundamental right which this civil

awakening enables us to claim is the right to not have crimes perpetrated in our name unbeknownst to us,

the right not to have to regard them as an existential must, the right not to have to remain frightened and

believe that without them our very existence is in peril.



The civil awakening proves that it does not need security guards, or soldiers, or rulers. This awakening

breaks out of the self-segregation that characterized private and public spaces, their closeness, the stifling

effect of too many keepers of the secret, soldiers and security guards who distance anyone daring to

publicly display any of the secret’s details.

Take a look around the various encampments throughout the country—when has such a day of

independence from foreign rule last been seen where individuals celebrate their shared existence with

others, conduct debates, yell, disagree, insist, all in view of a horizon that says—no matter how deep the

controversy, there is no choice but to reach mutual agreement of all the voices, without a-priori removing a

single one.

Notes to conclude.

One on exile, a second on the new right that must serve as the basis for any civil contract, the third on why

it is superfluous to argue whether this civil awakening is political, and the fourth—on revolution as a civil

language.

Exile.

This civil awakening, emerging in all parts of the local spectrum, reveals how homogeneous public space

has been, or in other words, to what extent a proper public space has been missing. Homogeneity was a

kind of recruiting order, and any withdrawal from it was a form of exile. I chose this exile because I chose

to reject the rules of the game of the commonly shared space. It was an exile-by-choice since I did not wish

to be made a collaborator, but it was not a willing exile. Under circumstances created by the regime, I had

no other choice but internal exile. Had circumstances been different, given a real choice, I would prefer to

live and raise my children in an open society where I did not have to tell them—whenever they went out to

celebrate with Jews—that they were perpetuating previous dispossession and robbery. As a mother, the

choice of exile that I made for myself has become increasingly difficult and painful. One has had to share

with them from early on the troubling information about the various ways in which the school system robs

them of their citizenship whenever it promises them protection in the form of a “secured” public space, a

public space that is “theirs.” But alongside the price, it holds out a gift, one now publicly sought by all those

coming out into the streets—the gift of not participating in a regime or system that harms others.

The right not to cause harm, not to be a victimizer.

The demand for social justice is a demand for justice that does not begin and end with the individual,

represent the individual or the individual’s immediate affiliation group. The term “social” is a neutral

form that enables one to demand justice for all in a society torn asunder by the regime along ethnic and

national separation lines. However, the demand for social justice contains more than the call for a fairer

allocation of resources. This demand embodies the fundamental right that has been denied us, the State’s

Jewish citizens, on the day it was founded— the right not to harm others. Some of us have been deprived

of this right knowingly—those who were there during the first decade of the State. Those who were then

adults cannot say without lying, “I didn’t know that 750,000 people were expelled,” or “I didn’t know that

over four hundred villages, towns, and neighborhoods in mixed cities were destroyed.” Their descendants

can and do say to this very day—“I didn’t know.” And most of them, indeed, did not know.  Hardly a

decade has passed since the term Nakba entered the Hebrew language (to a great extent thanks to

“Zochrot,” an association that has forged a significant channel for this important chapter of the past). Its

appearance has revealed how many layers of deceit and distortion have made the Nakba’s existence

inaccessible as a disaster. As a descendant of the generation that was a passive or active accomplice to the

founding of the State, a generation that for many years denied me access to the historical narrative, I wish



to join the civil awakening in my demand to restore the right of every single citizen not to be a perpetrator,

my right not to harm anyone by my mere existence.

Why there is no point in wondering whether this revolution is political.

Political is our mere existence together with others It seems like a very unusual notion of the political, that

would need to be defended: an existence ensuring that we cannot accomplish our deeds without others

being involved in them in some way or other, making us take them in account and remember that we are

not alone in this world, and that the world of people is never mere matter in the hands of the creator.

Political is not the way in which people speak of reality or represent it to themselves, but rather the way in

which they are, exist with each other, share a world.

In Israeli public discourse, “political” came to describe anything regarding the Occupation or Palestinians,

as though political existence could split along national and ethnic division lines. Those who claim that this

awakening “is not political” because not enough is being said about “the Palestinian issue” actually accept

the outline dictated by the regime that pulls citizens apart and prevents them from freely inventing forms

for their mutual existence. That which has been taking place in the streets is an attempt to re-create a

space in which citizens assemble without the ruling power. The space they have been creating for the first

time since the devastation of the civil home that existed here until 1948—is a civil one in which the ruling

power does not have an immediate, defined, role par excellence in organizing shared space, nor is it the

addressee of the goings-on.

The civil awakening is not merely a statement or claim to sheltered housing or a home. It is a practical,

concrete demand—that cannot wait to be fulfilled by someone else—to restore spatial and civil organization

in such a way that we can begin again to feel at home in our own homes and share with others a public

space that is common to all in the fullest sense of the word.

The crowds gathering in the streets who had earlier been identified or represented as sectors which the

ruling power had constructed as opposed and hostile to each other—Jews versus Palestinians, the religious

against the secular, middle class and workers, Ashkenazi and Mizrahi—are now forming new coalitions of

interest groups that clearly cut across these lines: those demanding safe shelter, mothers claiming their

economic rights, victims of the banking system or those seeking a way to turn the ongoing disaster of 1948

into a point of departure for a regime change. Every group expresses its claim and the picture of

oppression that arises from the various demands is shocking in its depth and breadth. Most important of

claims, perhaps, is the one that binds them together— the claim to voice any demand alongside the others

without canceling or excluding them, so that a new space is formed in which the regime would appear just

as all its governed conceive of it. We are witness to the formation of a new civil space that promises

distance and liberation from the point of view of the sovereign state. It is a space that transcends the

priorities that the state created, the ideals, goals and language it imposed, and no less—the omnipresence

of all those soldiers and security guards that have now miraculously vanished from the common space.



"Egypt is here," Aug. 2011, photographer: activestills

The presence of signs, flags, claims and expressions of protest in Arabic increased as the days went by even

in spaces where Arabic had hardly exceeded a mere line in street signs. The bi-lingual sign photographed

by ActiveStills during a demonstration in the streets of Tel Aviv is written in Hebrew—“Egypt is here.” In

Arabic it shows the call which Egyptians had flung at Mubaraq—Irhal—meaning “go,” “leave.” The sign

does not name a leader, and indeed Binyamin Netanyahu did not become the target of the civil awakening.

All those participating in it are aware of the fact that no one in the existing political system is capable of

generating the desired change once Netanyahu is gone. The civil struggle has a broader focus—it does not

wish to replace the Prime Minister but rather the “system” as whole, or more correctly termed—the entire

“political regime.” Adopting the civil language of the revolution in Egypt is part of a sweeping loss of

confidence of the citizens in the Israeli regime. It is a regime that, ever since it was founded upon the

expulsion of the Palestinians, has proceeded to isolate the Israeli society from its Arab surrounding. The

new civil awakening has re-organized public space so that the heterogeneity of the country’s inhabitants,

and their bond with the local space, with the civil tidings arriving from the East, appears as an alternative

to its automatic bond to Europe and the United States.

Civil language.

The civil awakening is reviving a dead language that has been buried for years, as it had to make way for

sovereign language. The sovereign language shielded a secret – the secret of its constitution—turning every

dispossession and theft into a “state secret,” killing civil language, recruiting its speakers to protect the

secret and justify the existing state of affairs, saying “there is no other choice” and accepting the regime.

Since the onset of this awakening, masses of people have begun to discover on their own that they know

how to speak civil language. Despite years of silencing, it is waking up in their bodies, mouths, hands, they

speak it naturally, show extraordinary expertise and creativity in reviving its syntax, rejecting elements

left over from sovereign language, weaving together different verbal, spatial and physical units into a

framework of new grammar. In the past few weeks we have witnessed an enterprise no less important

than the revival of the Hebrew language in the end of the nineteenth-century, an event I propose to call the

revival of the civil language.

The space, access to it, the right to be present, to claim, to give it form, to claim its transformation and re-

distribution—are all performed on a daily basis. Note this human chain around the white elephant of the

central bus station in Tel Aviv in protest against the expulsion of “foreign workers” children who were born

Israelis, speak Hebrew and go to Israeli schools. Or this one, where no external message is at stake beyond

the simple gathering together, in a space from which citizens are expected to evaporate as soon as they

pass through, in a junction where by their mere presence they seek to stop traffic, to stop the movement,

displaying themselves—citizens—as that for which the “movement”—this idol of new-liberal economy—

should be stopped.[6]



“Human chain” against foreign workers expulsion, Central

Bus Station, photographer: Dafna Talmon

Like any living language, it too needs speakers to shape it and give it its own existence in time so as to

create literature, art, poetry, law, and a form of civil regime. The condition for this existence is the

suspension of sovereign rule and its language so that the city streets can become a space where people

meet, practice and discuss the forms of their partnership. In the several weeks since its beginning we can

already speak about a new vocabulary, idioms and expressions, created daily in the streets and re-

appropriated soon thereafter by the protestors themselves, who combine them in the civil grammar based

on one elemental rule set since the beginning—“exclusion (and messages of exclusion) will not be

tolerated.”

Public Movement, Dance in the Street, photographer: Eyal

Vexler

Public Movement, In front of the bank, photographer: Oz

Mualem



Translated by Tal Haran.

[1]    The meaning of this “access” was changed through history and in relation to political regimes. In

ancient Greek, the meaning of this condition was ownership of property, women and slaves included. For

the historical context see Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago, 1998). For new uses and form

of claims see A Movement of Movements: Is Another World Possible?  Ed. Tom Mertes (New York, 2004).

[2]              It is quite impossible to find out the exact number of demolished houses in Palestine-Israel

since 48. The accessible information is scattered, the category for counting is limited to full demolition,

existent statistics do not explicitly include the demolition of housing units in the refugee camps (thus for

example the 10,000 units demolished in the early 1970s in Gaza are not included). Some data can be found

here: http://www.miftah.org/PrinterF.cfm?DocId=14882 , here  http://www.icahd.org/eng/projects.asp?

menu=3&submenu=12 or here http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article2700.shtml.

[3]    Michael Hardt, “Today’s Bandung?” in  A Movement of Movements: Is Another World Possible?

[4] Virginia Woolf’s famous call to women, “a room of one’s own,” is focused precisely on a single room—a

private space within a home that one may demand not to share with others.

[5]    See Ariella Azoulay, From Palestine to Israel: A Photographic Record of Destruction and State

Formation, 1947-1950 (London, 2011).

[6]    I’m referring here both to the name of this group “Public Movement” and to the appellation of the

last decades’ protest “movement” or “movement of the movements” as Mertes’s book title indicate.
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Performing Politics for Germany

Controversial Israeli performance group Public Movement at
the HAU theatre in Berlin

The Israeli performance group Public Movement was born in
2006 from the spirit of a fatal collision. Initially mounted in
Tel Aviv by Omer Krieger and Dana Yahalomi, and later re-
enacted in other cities, Accident (2006) was conceived as a
secular ceremony in which two cars, traveling in opposite
directions, converge at a crossing to ritually run down two
pedestrians.

The chief inspiration was of course J.G. Ballard, specifically
Crash (1973), in which the car wreck is figured as ‘a
fertilizing rather than a destructive event.’ The more general
insight was that the act of interrupting one network (a traffic
network) puts into play other networks (the emergency
services) while simultaneously generating new networks, by
creating new associations. In Crash this was the network of
thrill-seeking accident-fetishists who formed around the
charismatic ‘television scientist’ Vaughan. In this case the
new network was Public Movement itself, which, following
Accident, formalized into a more-or-less stable company,
acquiring a phalanx of ten members beyond its two founding
leaders, along with a set of clean-cut white uniforms.

About this article

Published on 13/07/09
By Daniel Miller

Public Movement, Also Thus
(2007/9). Photograph courtesy:
Public Movement / David Schmitt
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leaders, along with a set of clean-cut white uniforms.

Two weeks ago in Berlin, on the invitation of the Hebbel Am
Ufer (HAU) theatre, Public Movement reprised Also Thus
(2007), their first official production. Named after militant
Zionist group the Irgun’s slogan ‘Only Thus’, it was initially
performed at a dance festival in the Israeli city of Acco (a city
that, 60 years earlier, had played host to what was perhaps
the Irgun’s boldest action: an elaborately choreographed
prison break that successfully sprang around 200 prisoners
in 1947).

Photograph courtesy: Public Movement / Eyal Vexler

The work took on new associations in the shadow of Albert
Speer’s monumental Olympic Stadium. Before an audience
seated in temporary bleachers, the group employed a small
set of sonic and visual elements to powerful dramatic effect:
a dozen flags, ten uniformed men and women performing
military manoeuvres, sounds of marching, sounds of revved
engines and an evil-looking black car, sharking around with
intent. At one point the car screams out of nowhere,
smacking a male performer two metres clear. Someone
opens a door, and the torso of a woman, apparently dead,
tumbles out. With the rest of her body still inside the car, her
arm is left trailing along the parade ground, as the fallen
male performer is lifted to the top of the vehicle and it is
solemnly pushed out of the staging area.

One moment later the whole group returns as an all-smiling
chorus line. The gear-shift is startling, and captures the
group’s general aesthetic. Fascist and youth movement tropes
alternate with thriller motifs, Brechtian strategies (Also Thus
finishes with Krieger flatly stating ‘End of ceremony’ over the
PA system) blend with ideas looted from Riefenstahl: at one
point a running performer takes a flaming torch to the word
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point a running performer takes a flaming torch to the word
‘JETZT’, hanging from a swing-set in the upper part of the
staging area. But the dominant influence is arguably Antonin
Artaud, and his vision of a theatre of gestures ranged against
the theatre of characters.

While Also Thus seems to suggest some kind of new language
for theatre, Public Movement state that they consider the
work as a ceremony. Where exactly the dividing line lies
remains open to question; in some sense the one follows
where the other breaks down. Either way: Public Movement’s
interests since Also Thus have been developing away from
drama towards an investigation of (and experimentation
with) rituals in the expanded field. 

Last year in Lodz, Poland, the group organized a public
festival made up of information kiosks for political parties to
distribute their literature to the public (The Free Market,
2008). The invited groups ranged across the breadth of the
Polish political spectrum, from the extreme left to the
extreme right. The goal was to provoke public discussions
across party-lines, a phenomenon increasingly endangered in
an age in which the individualizing power of the new media
has led to mass self-segregation inside cloistered circles of
cognitive consonance. Also in Lodz, Public Movement
systematically stencilled bright blue Jewish stars over the
amateurish white Jewish stars that rival fans had graffitied
over the ‘o’ in the name of the football team LKS Lodz (Stars,
2008). The white stars expressed vague contempt, conveyed
though the ready-made rhetoric of anti-Semitism; the blue
stars asserted an identity in the teeth of its negative
evaluation.

Public Movement have tended to avoid explaining their own
actions; perhaps for this reason, in the wake of their Lodz
activity, a third actor entered the field. At some point in
2008, the fantastically-named Maria Technosux, a dance
critic from Amsterdam, became convinced that the group is a
front for the Israel Defense Forces (IDF), serving nefarious
capitalist-Zionist protocols, and made it her mission to
enlighten the world. ‘Public Movement is an IDF-backed
propaganda front,’ Technosux explained recently, ‘employed
to push for the militarization of the police world-wide,
acclimating the general public to this militarization by
staging public events gloryfying [sic] authoritarianism and
militarism under the guise of performance art. The Public
Movement “performers” are NOT artists, they are IDF

http://maria-technosux.livejournal.com/48562.html
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Movement “performers” are NOT artists, they are IDF
propaganda minions.’

The evidence was damning. The Public Movement blog uses
as its subtitle a line from the IDF Winogrod Committee
Report, delivered in the wake of the perceived failures of the
Second Lebanon War: ‘The army was not performing
creatively.’ Additionally, Israel is one of the most militarized
societies in the world, and Public Movement includes
amongst its members a combat solider reservist, a former
military policewoman and an ex-IDF psychological
interrogator. Technosux also alleges that the group,
shockingly, may have smoked dope in Amsterdam, a practice
notoriously common among police agents.

Even more insidiously, Public Movement work to camouflage
their malevolent mission by focussing on the level of their
actual activity on the intersections between art and politics,
their mutual overlaps and unexpected exposures, rather than
authoritarian militarism as such. Hence in 2007 the group
performed Change of Guard (with Dani Karavan), a ritual
mounted in the Tel Aviv Museum of Art which consisted of
laying flowers before a large photograph of a tectonic frieze
designed by Karavan in 1966 to symbolize Israeli collective
identity.

Karavan, who was apparently unaware of his collaboration,
is the Israeli state artist par excellence and his frieze takes
up the wall behind the speaker’s podium in the Knesset in
Jerusalem. Meanwhile the Tel Aviv Museum of Art was the
building in which the State of Israel was officially declared in
1948. The museum in which Israel was born today celebrates
its own past with a photograph of the work that serves as the
backdrop to its contemporary political processes. Along
similar lines in 2008, the group celebrated the 86th
Anniversary (a significant marker) of the assassination of
President Gabriel Narutowicz by the painter Eligiusz
Niewiadomski in the Zacheta National Gallery, Warsaw, an
event that the group apparently finds inspiring, by employing
a number of tough-looking Polish bodyguards to menacingly
escort visitors around the museum.
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Public Movement, Spring in Warsaw (2009). Photograph
courtesy: Public Movement / Tomasz Pasternak

Public Movement’s most successful action to date also took
place in Warsaw. In April this year the group organized the
walk Spring in Warsaw (2009) as a response to long-
standing existing state ritual: the March of the Living, an
ideologically charged tour of Holocaust sites organized by the
Israeli Ministry of Education, which around 30,000 Jewish
high school students take part in every year. During their
visit to Poland, each group of pilgrims is accompanied by
black-capped security agents, charged with protecting them
from Polish anti-Semitism. Polish anti-Semitism remains
active, together with Polish racism; at point during Public
Movement’s rehearsals, I watched a tall man with short hair
and three teeth catch sight of the group and stop suddenly,
raise a Nazi salute in warm memory of the man who once
tried to annihilate his whole country, yell ‘Heil Hitler!’ and
then repeatedly begin shouting ‘Kurwa!’ (‘fuckers’ or
‘whores’) at no-one in particular. As the man’s embarrassed
friends dragged him away, Krieger wondered if the whole
group might belong to a rival theatre in Krakow. At another
point, I saw two students from Africa get pushed around in
the centre of Warsaw before a passing police car succeeded
in breaking things up; they said that something similar
happened each time they went out.
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Public Movement, Spring in Warsaw (2009). Photograph
courtesy: Public Movement / Tomasz Pasternak

Nevertheless, at least in the former case, the possibility
remains that the structure of the tour may be fuelling this
problem, by nurturing mutual suspicion across an ethnic
divide. Ilona Dworak-Cousin, the chairwoman of the Polish-
Israeli Friendship Association in Israel, made the point
plainly in a comment given to the Polish weekly newspaper
Przekrój in May 2007: ‘Those trips basically come down to
visiting, one by one, the places of extermination of Jews.
From that perspective Poland is just a huge Jewish
graveyard. And nothing more.’ Eight hundred years of
shared Jewish-Polish history disappears in the course of
reaffirming the Holocaust as the absolute centre of
contemporary Jewish identity, and asserting that the most
salient and memorable fact about European Jewish history –
the fact most worth passing on to the next generation – was
their murder.

Public Movement, Spring in Warsaw (2009). Photograph
courtesy: Public Movement / Tomasz Pasternak
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In choreographing Spring in Warsaw Public Movement
included a quasi-Islamic prayer, a flag-planting ritual at the
site where noted Jew L.L. Zamenhof invented Esperanto, a
mass public kneeling before the Willy Brandt memorial (a
third order of representation, as the statue was originally
built in honour of the German chancellor after he knelt in
front of Nathan Rapoport’s Ghetto Heroes Memorial on his
visit to Warsaw in 1970) and a synchronized dance backed by
Justice vs. Simian’s ‘We Are Your Friends’ (2007) infront of
the memorial itself. Attended by a mixed Polish and Jewish
crowd of 1,300 people (a number admittedly dwarfed by the
30,000 individuals who attend the official tour) the central
claim of the work – tenaciously argued in the Polish press in
a well-organized media-campaign in the run-up to the event
– was that the Holocaust should not be understood as the
property of one nation, but rather as an event in the history
of humanity as a whole. Moreover: an event it was possible
to learn positive lessons from: lessons, for example, about
sectarianism. Finally: in attempting to stage this claim, the
group effectively disappeared: who exactly ‘Public
Movement’ were became functionally irreverent in the course
of orchestrating – in-and-through public space, in the real –
a deeper shift.

Photograph courtesy: Public Movement / Eyal Vexler

Also Thus featured as part of a week of actions (also
organized by the HAU theatre) entitled ‘Performing Politics
For Germany’ which looked to build on the lessons that
Public Movement learned in Poland. Seen in this light, the
week was a failure. Working on the understanding that the
purest arena of politics is the street (an understanding which
is highly questionable, given that all milieus generate their
own unique political pressures) the original plan had been to
orchestrate a ritualized three-party manoeuvre between
three major street presences: the far-right NPD (led in Berlin
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three major street presences: the far-right NPD (led in Berlin
by the moderately talented, if somewhat uni-dimensional
folk musician Joerg Haehnel), the German riot police and the
militant anti-fascist group Antifa.

This proved impossible. Antifa were ultimately unwilling to
suspend their beliefs in the cause of demonstrating a formal
symmetry that they were ideologically compelled to reject.
The German riot squad was characteristically uninterested,
and then finally the publicly funded HAU theatre, fearing
probable media backlash, killed the whole proposal at the
source. As a result, Public Movement were driven back into
the comfort zone of rhetorical-symbolic politics, a space
many artists and theorists in fact never leave, appearing at a
German lesson, conducting some manoeuvres in front of the
Reichstag, taking out a number of books from the library.
Meanwhile the outstanding question remains: if the original
action had gone ahead as planned, would it have forced its
participants to acknowledge the rituals which govern their
lives, thus producing, as an accident, a progressive result?
The issue is perhaps undecidable.

Daniel Miller

Daniel Miller is a writer in Berlin.
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